
Aadil Palkhivala 
Rhode Island 

December 5th-8th, 2019 

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5th 

Morning Session 10:00am-1:00pm 

The Beauty of the Purna Power Yoga Series 
The beauty of the Purna Yoga Power Series is the smooth, flowing movements coordinated 
with the breath with a thoughtfully arranged set of poses designed to cultivate external 
strength and internal power. The Series will require intense focus and a willingness to grow 
and change. The Series will help remove blockages both internally and externally. Prepare to 
work deeply and rest deeply afterwards.  

Afternoon Session 3:00pm-6:00pm 

Pranayama: Preparation and Practice 
Breath is the most fundamental connection to life’s physical essence. The practice of 
pranayama is indispensable to a calm and peaceful state of mind as well as a clear and focused 
brain. Aadil will cover, in this one-of-a-kind workshop, an in-depth analysis of the physical 
preparations needed to safely and effectively begin the practice of pranayama. Then he will 
lead the class in the practice pranayama, with appropriate breaks and sequencing. This is an 
opportunity for those who are new to pranayama to understand the fundamentals of the 
practice. And if you have a basic pranayama practice it will help deepen your understanding 
of how to move towards more advanced pranayama practices. 

Evening session 6:30pm-7:30pm 

Lecture: Mental health and Purna Yoga  
When our bodies are over-stressed and anxious, our inflammatory response within our 
immune system is compromised. When the immune system, is compromised the risk of 
depression, anxiety and illness is higher. In this lecture Aadil will explain the relationship of 
yoga and your body-mind connection and leave you with tools to lower your stress levels. 

 



FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6TH 

Morning session 10:00am-1:00pm 

Understanding Inversions  
Inversions give us the chance to escape the ravages of gravity. In this class we will 
explore the reasons for doing inversions as well as practice them in a careful, aligned 
and safe manner in order to feel their healing effects and the mystical quality that gave 
rise to their creation. 

Afternoon session 3:00pm-6:00pm 

Eye Workshop 
The eyes are the windows to the soul. Strengthening and protecting your eyes helps not only 
in reading and seeing, but enhances memory as well as relaxes tension in the face and neck. 
After decades of study, Aadil has learned how to synthesize the techniques from many 
cultures to enhance vision, improve memory, and relax stress in the eyes. This workshop will 
teach you how to regenerate your eyes, thereby improving vision that was previously poor. It 
is also critical for people with good vision to maintain it for life. In this workshop, Aadil will 
teach both famed and secret techniques for relieving stress in your eyes, increasing energy 
flow to your eyes, and helping your eyes heal and restore vision clarity. 

Evening session 6:00pm-6:30pm 

Fire of Love Book Signing and Super Vision Book Signing  

Note: These books will be available for purchase at the workshop. 



SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7th 

Morning session 10:00am-1:00pm  

Principles of Twists - The Ultimate Twist Sequence 
Twists churn, cleanse and remove tension from your spine and abdominal organs. Learn how 
to do twists with alignment and subtle inner energetic work to protect your spine, release 
your spinal muscles, and discover the positive physiological and psychological effects of 
releasing stress. 

You will learn: 
• The ultimate sequence moving from simple twists to deep twists. 
• How to do twists safely so that the weakest part of your spine does not take the load. 
• How twists actually provide freedom in the nervous system and prepare you for life 

changes. 

Afternoon session 3:00pm-6:00pm 

The Power and Joy of Backbends in Purna Yoga  
Backbends compel us to face our fears and reveal the hidden yesterdays locked within. You 
will learn the relationship between the coccyx and the pubis in backbends, and how to direct 
this inner power to transform an external practice into an internal one. 



SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8th 

Morning session 10:00am-1:00pm  

Strong Shoulders, Amazing Practice 
Learn key alignment points and exercises to build shoulder strength. You will learn how to 
keep your precious shoulders safe and strong. When you have developed power in your 
shoulders you are able to do advanced poses, where strength is needed. Specific shoulder 
exercises will be taught to strengthen and stabilize your shoulders. Take this class to learn 
how to have strong shoulders for the rest of your life! 

Afternoon session 3:00pm-6:00pm 

Forward Bending, Soothing the Heart and Nerves 
Forward bending is soothing to the spinal nerves and de-stresses the physical heart. Yet it can 
be very hard on the sacroiliac joint and the lower back, and many students have injuries from 
doing forward bending incorrectly. Learn the three essential movements for getting the most 
out of your forward bends and reducing strain on the lower back and sacroiliac joint. When 
you practice these techniques, your forward bending will transform so you get the amazing, 
soothing benefits without risk of injury. 


